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Welcome Everybody!
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Workshop (I) Goals
• Identify major needs that can be solved in the next 10 years.
• Provide detailed use scenarios.

• List existing approaches, partial solutions.

• Incentive structures (learn from eBay, Wikiedia, etc.)
• Sustainability.
as input to Workshop (II).

The envisioned approaches/tools must be so desirable, lucrative, (and feasible) that
people start throwing money at it.
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Why Biomedicine and Science of Science?

Both domains face serious data (streams)
integration, mining, visualization problems and both
promise major solutions to important challenges.

They are sufficiently different –
solutions that work might transfer to
other domains.

Workshop organizers have
expertise in these domains.
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The Power of Space and Visuals
• Humans evolved being immersed in a 3D world.
• Location serves as a powerful index into human memory, e.g., memory palaces

used in classical times.
• Capitalize on spatial processing capacities of human brain.

Well designed visualizations
• Provide the ability to comprehend huge amounts of data.
• Reduce search time and reveal relations otherwise not being noticed.
• Facilitate hypothesis formulation.
•• Are effective sources of communication.Are effective sources of communication.

Ease data/information/knowledge/expertise access & management by supporting:
• Spatial navigation: mimics our experiences in physical world
• Semantic navigation: driven by semantic relationships or underlying logic.
• Social navigation: takes advantage of the behavior of like-minded people.



The Power of Space and Visuals – Biomedicine

Mark Gerstein: “The most insightful visualization that I know about was, of course, Watson &
Crick's synthesis of Franklin and Wilkins' diffraction data into an easy to comprehend 3D model and
then going on to show how this could explain many of the fundamental processes of genetics. The power of
this visualization, of course, stems from the fact that the 3D structure represented a real chemical entity.
It also connected two disciplines – chemistry and genetics -- with a central visual
metaphor that proves useful to this day.”



The Power of Space and Visuals – Biomedicine

Epidemic Modeling in Complex realities, V. Colizza, A. Barrat, M. Barthelemy, A.Vespignani, Comptes Rendus
Biologie, 330, 364-374 (2007).
Modeling the Worldwide Spread of Pandemic Influenza: Baseline Case and Containment Interventions, V. Colizza,
A. Barrat, M. Barthelemy, A.-J. Valleron, A.Vespignani, PloS-Medicine 4,  e13, 95-110 (2007).



The Power of Space and Visuals – Science Studies

Boyack, Kevin W, Börner, Katy & Klavans, Richard. (2007). Mapping the Structure and Evolution of Chemistry
Research. Proceedings of the 11th International Conference on Scientometrics and Informetrics (ISSI 2007), Madrid,
Spain, June 25-27, pp. 112-123.



The Power of Space and Visuals – Global Challenges

Katy Börner. Atlas of Science: Guiding the Navigation and Management of Scholarly Knowledge, ESRI Press.



The Power of Space and Visuals – Global Challenges



http://worldprocessor.com/
http://www.kodomo-project.org/worldprocessor

By Ingo Gunther



http://www.med.harvard.edu/AANLIB

What reference systems are useful?
How to interlink/navigate them?
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White Paper & Workshop (II)
Results from Workshop (I) will be shared
within 2 weeks with participants of Workshop (II).
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Agenda


